
 

ZED Capacity Committee (ZCC) Minutes 
3/27/18   Location: ZED Conference Room    Time: 4-5pm 
 

Present:  Tammy Berg (Pine Island),  Craig Schlichting (Triton), Mark Matuska 

(K/M) Chris Staloch (Blooming Prairie) 

 

Absent: Jennifer Walsh (Byron), Jamie Patrick (Stewartville), Rebecca Jennings 

(Hayfield) 

_________________________________________________________________________ 

 The meeting began with going over the potential lease levy amounts available for all the 

seven districts. A document was passed out to review those numbers and ensure their accuracy 

as this would be the primary way a new building would be financed. This information was in 

response to a question from the prior meeting in getting into the actual numbers.  All districts 

have some sort of lease levy amounts available. We did discuss some other financing and 

exploration if an education district would be eligible for these options.  

 A scenario the team had discussed from a previous meeting is possibly having a new 

building (which would house ALC, ZED South and Transition 2 Success) then selling the main 

district office building (which ZED owns outright) and moving that staff into the vacant ZED 

South building. The reason is that the ZED South building is still being paid off and (without 

negative financial impact) cannot be sold/refinanced until June 2022. The ZED South building 

paid with lease levy dollars meaning for positive tax implications there needs to be a 

instructional components. There was a question regarding if that move happened with the main 

office staff (which includes itinerant, support staff, and administrators) moved to the ZED South 

building, what percentage would be instructional versus administrative. After discussions with 

MDE and research that percent would be 80% instructional and 20% administrative. 

 We also discussed what a potential new building would look like if it incorporated a SUN 

(Students with Unique Needs) programming. These spaces are unique because of the students 

they service. We looked at some visual examples of programs across the state that have these 

type of programs and what those spaces would require in terms of implementation. There was 

agreement that a new space would not have the focus of the CTE program rooms as ZED could 

look to member districts for usage. 

 There was discussion regarding the options that were presented in a previous meeting 

so the team can narrow down discussions. These options included looking into if the current 

Byron Community Building could be purchased by ZED, looking at an existing building to house 

all the ZED programs or build a new facility.  There was discussion on whether all the ZED 



programs need to be together in one site or not as options could be explored at splitting up 

programs and using member district space. There was a concern if member districts had any 

space to do this.  There was discussion regarding exploring putting the necessary repairs into 

the ZED South building or possibly looking at what costs are truly needed to update the Byron 

Community Building (if that was an option to purchase) versus going into a new facility to be 

financially conservative. More discussion revolved around the notion that we don’t want to be at 

the table in 2-3 years again looking at a space solution if we lease again as a permanent 

solution is needed.  

 Patrick was going to find out if purchasing all/part of the Byron Community building is 

even an option from the district for next meeting. Additionally the next meeting will then 

concentrate on the options that were discussed so more detail can be applied to the plans for 

consideration. 

 

 

 

 


